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ABSTRACT
Optimization of modern ASR architectures is among the highest priority tasks since it saves many computational resources for model training and inference. The work proposes a new Uconv-Conformer architecture\textsuperscript{1} based on the standard Conformer model that consistently reduces the input sequence length by 16 times, which results in speeding up the work of the intermediate layers. To solve the convergence problem with such a significant reduction of the time dimension, we use upsampling blocks similar to the U-Net architecture to ensure the correct CTC loss calculation and stabilize network training. The Uconv-Conformer architecture appears to be not only faster in terms of training and inference but also shows better WER compared to the baseline Conformer. Our best Uconv-Conformer model showed 40.3\% epoch training time reduction, 47.8\%, and 23.5\% inference acceleration on the CPU and GPU, respectively. Relative WER on Librispeech test\_clean and test\_other decreased by 7.3\% and 9.2\%.

Index Terms— End-to-end speech recognition, Conformer, U-Net, intermediate CTC loss, Librispeech

1. INTRODUCTION
The active development of the end-to-end approaches in ASR has led to many robust neural network architectures based on the convolutional neural networks\cite{1,2} and the attention mechanism\cite{3}. A Conformer model\cite{4} was developed by combining these approaches, which is currently a state-of-the-art solution for many ASR tasks\cite{5}, including the hybrid approach\cite{6}. However, this model has several drawbacks associated with the complexity of training and long inference time. It mainly occurs due to the quadratic growth of self-attention computational costs on the length of the processed sequence\cite{7}. As a result, successful training of the Conformer model and its inference in production take much time and require many computational resources.

\textsuperscript{1}https://github.com/andrusenkoau/espnet/blob/master_uconv/espnet2/asr/encoder/uconv_conformer_encoder.py

Recently, various approaches have been proposed to make the self-attention mechanism more efficient\cite{8,9}. The work\cite{10} uses the Fastformer\cite{11} model with linear complexity, which is based on additive attention. In\cite{12} authors proposed an approach based on kernelization.

Another way to speed up the Conformer is to reduce the input sequence length. The vanilla implementation of the Conformer model has an initial convolution block that reduces the input sequence length by 4 times; we further denote the overall reduction of an input sequence length by N times as a reduction level xN. In Conv-Transformer\cite{13} and Efficient Conformer\cite{14}, the authors decreased the input sequence length by 8 times placing intermediate downsampling blocks after several Conformer layers. This approach significantly reduces the number of calculations for the rest of the model without considerable loss in recognition accuracy. However, this option works only for subword output units since the reduction level x8 is too high for graphemes. It results to a CTC loss\cite{15} calculation error because the number of output embeddings may be less than the number of targets in the training transcription. The same problem arises for subwords when the input sequence length is reduced by 16 times. In this case, the effect of losing some latent acoustic information is added due to the rejection of even more intermediate signal representations than it was at reduction level x8. All these factors cause the problem of model convergence.

Inspired by the U-Net architecture for image processing\cite{16}, we propose the Uconv-Conformer model – an architecture for sequentially reducing the input sequence length by 16 times, followed by restoring the reduction level to x8 for the final layers of the Conformer model. To restore latent acoustic information discarded during progressive downsampling, we use skip connections between blocks with the same reduction level, similar to the U-Net approach. This method allows to reduce the number of processed embeddings for intermediate Conformer layers while maintaining the final reduction level acceptable for the CTC loss calculation using subwords.

In parallel with the active testing of the finished prototype of our Uconv-Conformer model, a Squeezeformer\cite{17} appeared. The key idea of this work is to use a temporal U-net...
structure similar to our approach. The main difference is that the Squeezeformer uses the intermediate reduction level x8 and the reduction level x4 for the final layers. Our approach was initially designed for higher reduction levels.

For additional comparison we implemented the Conv-Conformer architecture similar to the Conv-Transformer [13] with some simplifications. We also investigated the use of the intermediate CTC loss [18] for individual blocks of the Uconv-Conformer architecture. According to our results, it stabilizes the training process and improves the recognition accuracy for the low-resource data scenario (100 hours of training data).

As a measure of the model speed, we provide an extended comparison of the studied architectures in terms of epoch training time and inference performance on CPU and GPU.

2. METHODS

2.1. Uconv-Conformer architecture

The primary motivation behind the Uconv-Conformer model (Figure 1) is to reduce the number of time embeddings processed by the intermediate part of the Conformer model. In the works [13] and [14], it is done sequentially by 8 times. According to our experience, reduction level x8 is more effective for subwords in English. This reduction level is too high for graphemes (the average length of pronouncing a grapheme is less than a subword) and leads to errors in CTC loss calculation and degradation of recognition accuracy.

It is possible to further increase the reduction level inside the network up to x16 (the largest reduction level in the model is further called "the reduction depth," and the reduction level for the final layer is called "the final reduction"). This leads to the same problems as the reduction level x8 for graphemes. To avoid this, we suggest using an upsample back to reduction level x8 for the final layers of the model in the case of subwords, that is similar to the U-Net approach. An additional upsampling block can be added for graphemes to obtain the final reduction level x4. This can be useful for languages that work better with phonemes or graphemes [19].

However, adding only upsampling blocks is not enough, since some latent acoustic information is lost on the high reduction levels. To restore this loss we apply skip connections between model blocks with the same reduction level (the long dark arrows in Figure 1). Without using this approach, the recognition accuracy degrades noticeably.

As intermediate downsampling blocks (Downsampling x2), we use a sequence of three conv1d convolutions similar to [13]. The first conv1d layer with filter size 3 and stride 1 converts the input dimension to an intermediate one (512 in our work). The second conv1d layer with filter size 3 and stride 2 reduces the input sequence length by 2 times. The final conv1d layer acts as FF layer and converts the result back to the attention dimension of the Conformer block.

For upsampling, we use the standard upsample module from PyTorch with scale factor 2.

2.2. Intermediate CTC loss

The proposed Uconv-Conformer architecture is divided into blocks operating at different reduction levels. To improve the convergence of such a model, we analyzed the influence of the intermediate CTC loss [18] calculated at the output of such separate blocks (the red dotted arrows in Figure 1). It is necessary to bring all intermediate outputs to the same reduction level (x8 in our case) to calculate CTC loss under the same conditions. Otherwise, the network stops converging. To calculate the final loss function, we use an expression similar to [20] with lambda 0.5.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

3.1. Baseline model

As a starting point, we use the standard 12-layer Conformer model from the ESPnet librispeech recipe, which has 83.4M
We refer to this model as Conformer-L. According to [6] and our experience with Conformers, such a large model size may be excess for training on a small amount of data. Therefore, we reduced the number of model parameters to 21.8 M. We obtained a significant acceleration of the training and testing process without a critical loss in recognition accuracy. Now the number of conv2d convolution filters in the initial Downsampling x4 block is 64. The attention layer size is 280 with eight heads. The FF layer size is 1024. The conformer convolution filter size is 5. Also, we disabled the last Layer Normalization module in each Conformer layer to eliminate the problem with model convergence in the case of CTC only model training. This model is referred to as the Conformer-S. It is our main baseline for measuring the speed performance and accuracy of all the models considered.

### 3.2. Conv-Conformer model

For additional comparison with our approach, we implemented the Conv-Conformer model similar to the Conv-Transformer [13]. The main difference is merging two time reduction steps into one initial Downsampling x4. This model can be described as the first two blocks in Figure 1. We explored two options for the distribution of 12 layers between reduction level x4 and reduction level x8: 2-10 and 4-8. The more layers there are at reduction level x8, the faster the model operates. The size and number of Conformer layers are the same as in the baseline Conformer-S. The only difference is the presence of an additional Downsampling x2 block, consisting of three consecutive conv1d with the same size as in the Uconv-Conformer.

### 3.3. Uconv-Conformer model

We explored different reduction depths and final reduction levels for the proposed Uconv-Conformer model. The recently published Squeezeformer model can be compared to our Uconv_D8-F4 model in terms of its time reduction policy. The notation D8-F4 denotes that the reduction depth (D) is x8, and the final reduction (F) is x4. We also considered a deeper downsampling version – Uconv_D16-F4 with the same final reduction level x4. Models Uconv_D16-F8_v1 and Uconv_D16-F8_v2 have reduction depth x16 and final reduction x8. However, they have a different number of layers at each of the reduction levels. By varying the number of layers between different reduction levels, it is possible to increase the model speed at the expense of its recognition accuracy and vice versa. The size and number of Conformer layers are equal to Conformer-S. The difference in the number of parameters exists due to two additional Downsampling x2 blocks, each having about 1.4M parameters.

Table 1 describes the parameters, time reduction policy, and layers distribution at different reduction levels for the models defined above.

### 3.4. Training details

To evaluate different scenarios by the amount of available training data, we use the standard Librispeech [21] division into 100, 460, and 960 hours of training data. We use 80-dimensional Mel-scale log filter banks as acoustic features, calculated with 25ms window and 10ms shift. SpecAugment [22] is applied during the training process to prevent model overfitting. As acoustic targets, we used subwords with BPE [23] split into 256 units via SentencePiece tokenizer [24].

All models were trained for 100 epochs with Adam optimizer and weight decay 1e-6. Warmup with a peak LR value of 2e-3 at the 15th training epoch was used as a scheduler. We used the numel batch type with fixed batch bins 2M (sorting audio samples by length to reduce calculations on padded parts to a minimum) and gradient accumulation 6.

CTC loss was used as the objective function. Decoding was performed using the beam search decoding algorithm with beam 20 without using any external language model. All experiments were carried out in the ESPnet toolkit [25].

### 3.5. Measuring model speed performance

We paid particular attention to measuring the speed performance of models. It is essential to know the training time of the entire pipeline since this directly affects the time it takes to receive new models. We provide the average training time for one epoch on a single RTX 2080 Ti. It is also important to know the inference speed of the resulting model on the GPU and the CPU since many scenarios for using ASR systems still involve using the CPU. To do this, we measure the processing time of a 30-second test sample launched in one thread on the Intel Core i7-8700 and the GPU mentioned above, then average the result over 100 runs.

### 4. RESULTS

Table 1 provides the results for 100 hours of training data scenario. Conformer-S is quite a bit inferior to Conformer-L in recognition accuracy but significantly outperforms it in training and inference speed. The Conv-Conformer models show comparable results to Conformer-S, but have an advantage over it in training speed and inference time on CPU/GPU.

Next, we explored the different reduction depths and final reduction levels for Uconv-Conformer. The results show that returning to the final reduction level x4 is unprofitable regarding recognition accuracy and substantial slowdown of the model on the CPU inference.

At the same time, the Uconv-Conformer models with final reduction level x8 showed outstanding results. The mod-
Table 1. Results (WER, %) for train librispeech 100 hours. Layers distribution shows the number of Conformer layers at each reduction level. Epoch train time and latency on CPU/GPU presented in comparison with Conformer-S model. A negative value indicates an improvement, and a positive value – a degradation by X percent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Params, M</th>
<th>Reduction policy</th>
<th>Layers distrib.</th>
<th>Epoch train time, %</th>
<th>Latency, % CPU</th>
<th>Latency, % GPU</th>
<th>dev clean</th>
<th>dev other</th>
<th>test clean</th>
<th>test other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conformer-L</td>
<td>83.0</td>
<td>x4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>+121.6</td>
<td>+221.8</td>
<td>+113.3</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>28.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conformer-S</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>x4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>29.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv-Conformer_v1</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>x4-x8</td>
<td>2-10</td>
<td>-41.7</td>
<td>-48.4</td>
<td>-27.3</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>29.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv-Conformer_v2</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>x4-x8</td>
<td>4-8</td>
<td>-33.1</td>
<td>-38.5</td>
<td>-25.0</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>28.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uconv_D8-F4</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>x4-x8-x4</td>
<td>2-8-2</td>
<td>-32.2</td>
<td>-38.3</td>
<td>-17.8</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>29.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uconv_D16-F4</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>x4-x8-x16-x8-x4</td>
<td>2-2-4-2-2</td>
<td>-38.1</td>
<td>-44.2</td>
<td>-20.7</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>30.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uconv_D16-F8_v1 + inter CTC</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>x4-x8-x16-x8</td>
<td>3-3-3-3</td>
<td>-40.3</td>
<td>-47.8</td>
<td>-23.5</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>27.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uconv_D16-F8_v2 + inter CTC</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>x4-x8-x16-x8</td>
<td>2-4-5-1</td>
<td>-43.4</td>
<td>-56.3</td>
<td>-25.2</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>27.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 received a substantial performance boost and showed the best WER of all the options tested. It can also be seen that arranging more layers at reduction levels x8 and x16 allows to accelerate the model in terms of training and CPU inference time. However, a slight accuracy degradation occurs due to the loss of some acoustic information at a high reduction level. Noteworthy, Uconv-Conformer consumes about 28% less GPU memory during training than Conformer-S, which allows to increase the batch size and obtain additional training speed acceleration.

Using an intermediate CTC loss for the Uconv-Conformer model improves the recognition accuracy. It slightly slows down the learning process due to additional loss calculations without any effect on the model inference speed.

Table 2 and Table 3 present the experiments with all major architectures for 460 and 960 hours of available training data. Uconv-Conformer outperforms Conformer-S and Conv-Conformer in all the cases. Our model even shows comparable results with Conformer-L despite the large superiority in model size and work speed. Remarkably, the intermediate CTC loss does not improve WER for 460 hours. Furthermore, for 960 hours, it even leads to quality degradation. We can conclude that the intermediate CTC loss is only helpful for a low-resource scenario. We assume that the intermediate CTC loss works like additional regularization in a low-resource scenario, but interferes convergence in other cases.

Table 3. Results (WER, %) for train librispeech 960 hours.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>dev clean</th>
<th>dev other</th>
<th>test clean</th>
<th>test other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conformer-L</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conformer-S</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv-Conformer_v2</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uconv_D16-F8_v1 + inter CTC</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uconv_D16-F8_v2 + inter CTC</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes the Uconv-Conformer architecture, which reduces the input sequence length by 16 times for intermediate Conformer layers, followed by upsampling to final reduction level x8 to stabilize convergence and CTC loss calculation. We also investigated the effect of the intermediate CTC loss, which improves the recognition accuracy for the case of having only a 100-hour training set. The results obtained for 960 hours on Librispeech test_clean and test_other outperform the baseline Conformer with a similar number of parameters on 7.3% and 9.2% relative WER. This method also reduces the average epoch training time by 40.3% and improves inference time on CPU and GPU by 47.8% and 23.5%, respectively.
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